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CAA at the J-BJI
We use Möbius.1 [2]
1. 2017/18.
• Y1 ≈ 100 students.
• 80 credits used CAA for summative continuous assessment.
• (Y1) 16 45-minute class tests + intro assessments.

2. 2018/19.
•
•
•
•

Y1/Y2 ≈ 200/100 students respectively.
160 credits used CAA for summative continuous assessment.
(Y1) 16 open book take home assessments.
(Y2) 16 45-minute class tests + intro assessments.

3. 2019/20.
•
•
•
•
•

Y1/Y2/Y3 ≈ 210/200/80 students respectively.
240 credits use CAA for summative continuous assessment.
(Y1) 16 open book take home assessments.
(Y2) 16 open book take home assessments.
(Y3) 16 45-minute class tests (due to COVID-19 became open
book take home assessments).

1 The SoM also uses STACK.

Typical* CAA cycle
Month
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun

Tasks
Content creation / development
Content creation / development
Test course-ware + setup courses + run assessments
Run assessments
Run assessments + hire interns
Run assessments + content creation / development
Content creation / development
Test course-ware
Run assessments
Run assessments
Run assessments + hire interns
Run assessments + hire interns

Content creation / development
1. Interns are hired and trained. [4, 5]
2. Module leads write questions.
3. UG interns code + test questions.
4. Module leads check + test questions.
5. Module leads approve questions for use in their assessments.

Running assessments
• Module leads setup assessments.
• Ad-hoc ongoing support (all aspects) provided by the Director

of CAA for the J-BJI.
• Re-grading of assessments shared amongst the lecturing team.

CAA design
We try to stick to the following principles:
• Avoid multiple-choice questions where possible.
• Favour ‘natural’ input from students. Don’t make students
learn ancillary syntax.
• Give (a few) randomised versions of each question, ensuring
they are roughly of comparable difficulty. This can be nontrivial.

Figure: Euclidean algorithm running time [1]

CAA design
• Avoid conflating the assessment of different skills.

Example
How many marks should this student receive?
Give the second-order Taylor series expansion of exp(x) about the
e
point x = 1:
1 + x2
2
Did the student:
• calculate the expansion about x = 0 instead, in which case

only the constant term is correct?
• calculate the expansion about x = 1 but miscalculate the con-

stant term? In which case, did the student forget to (explicitly) give the linear term?
e
e e
Note the correct answer is e + e(x − 1) + (x − 1)2 = + x2 .
2
2 2

Re-grading
Whilst Möbius automates the grading process, we still need to
check the marks for:
• misunderstood syntax,
• edge cases, and
• bugs in grading code.

Figure: Example output of regrader script

Recommendations for CAA systems
Here are some of our recommendations for Möbius and other CAA
systems:
• Provide holistic marking (e.g. linked response areas) and

allow classification of student responses prior to assigning
marks. [3]
• Internationalise your system: “【１，２，３】” is not recognised

due to fullwidth characters and lenticular brackets.
• Support multiple ’natural’ input methods across all mathem-

atics.
• Designed from the ground-up with assessment and learning in
mind. For example, asking for a diagonalisation A = PDP−1 is

not possible in Möbius whilst satisfying our design principles.
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